
 
  

A Proper Little Nooryeff, by Leonard Gregory 

Jamie, a sporty, likable 15-year-old has been discovered to have a talent for ballet and is 
coerced into helping out for a performance in aid of charity. Anita, also 15, is dedicated, single-
minded, almost obsessive about a career in ballet. They are in the rehearsal room at Miss 
Tucker's dancing school. Jamie, in normal street gear, is sprawled in a chair, trying hard to 
avoid eye contact with Anita who faces him dressed in leotard and tights. They are waiting for 
Miss Tucker. 
 
Anita: What’s the matter with you? Why haven’t you got changed? (Pause.) Jamie, 

Miss Tucker is going to be here any minute. You know she doesn't like wasting 

time. We have come here to dance, you know! 

Jamie:  Is that all you ever think about? Dancing? 

Anita:  No, of course it isn’t! But just at this moment… 

Jamie:  So what else do you think about? 

Anita:  Lots of things. Loads of things! 

Jamie:  Tell me some. 

Anita:  Jamie, this is not the time! 

Jamie: Do you ever think about the global warming and people starving and what it's 

like not to have money? 

Anita:  Yes… sometimes. But now is not the… 

Jamie  You mean like once a year, maybe? Or once in two years? 

Anita:  Well, how often do you? 

Jamie: More than you, I bet. Do you know, I've never heard you talk about anything 

that wasn't ballet? 

Anita: It's not because I'm not interested in other things. It's just that if you want to be 

a dancer there simply isn't room for anything else. If you really want to get 

anywhere… 

Jamie:  Crap! 

Anita: Jamie, it's not crap! It's true! Imagine if you wanted to be a footballer, or a 

cricketer, or a… a popstar, or something. Imagine how hard you'd have to 

work… All those training sessions – all the practice. Well, it's exactly the same 

with dancing. It's just no use thinking you can skip class every time you're 

feeling a bit off or something a bit more interesting turns up. You have to put 

ballet first. 

Jamie:  Yeah – that's if you're going to be a dancer. 

Anita:  I'm sure you could be, if you wanted. If you tried for ballet school… 

Jamie:  I'm not trying for any ballet school! My old man would have a fit. 

Anita:  Is that the only thing that stops you? 

Jamie: No, it is not! If you want to know the truth, I don't reckon I ought to be doing 

this lot. (There is a pause. Anita looks at him.) 
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Anita: Why not? (Jamie gets up and moves moodily about the room. Anita watches 

him.) 

Jamie:  I dunna know. Just doesn't seem… right. I s’pose. 

Anita:  What do you mean, it doesn't seem right? What doesn't seem right? 

Jamie: This dancing lark. My dad… (Anita waits.) My dad reckons dancers are a load 

of old nannies. 

Anita: Oh, well! Your dad! It's the stupid sort of thing someone's dad would say, isn't 

it? I bet your dad doesn't know the first thing about it… I bet he couldn't tell an 

entrechat from an arabesque. (Jamie says nothing.) I suppose it would be all 

right if you want to be a boxer. That's manly, isn't it? Two men knocking the life 

out of each other… That's really manly, that is. (Jamie maintains his silence. 

Trying another tactic.) Warriors dance. Look at African tribes – look at Zulus. 

Look at Cossacks! What about the Red Army? It's always the men. 

Jamie:  It's different for them. 

Anita: How? Dancing’s dancing, isn't it? (Pause.) Miss Tucker said we’d have trouble. 

She said you’d think it was compromising your masculinity. 

Jamie:  I don't think it's compromising my masculinity. 

Anita: All right, then! So if you're not scared that it's poufy and the people are going to 

laugh at you, why don't you want to do it? (Pause.) It's because you are scared 

that they're going to laugh at you! You are, and you just won't admit it! You're 

such a coward! 

Jamie:  No, I'm not. 

Anita: Yes, you are! It bothers you, what other people think. You don't think it's poufy 

but... 

Jamie:  How do you know? How do you know I don't? 

Anita: Because if you did you wouldn't be any good at it. And you are good at it. Miss 

Tucker thinks you could really get somewhere if you were prepared to work. 

Jamie: Yeah, well, I'm not. Not at dancing any rate… Please, sir! I'm going to ballet 

school…. Doug would die laughing. 

Anita: You mean you'd sooner spend your life doing some boring, soulless job in a 

factory than be a dancer? 

Jamie:  Who says I'm going to do some boring soulless job in a factory? 

Anita:  All right! So what are you going to do? 

Jamie  I'm going to play cricket… And what's more, I'm going to play it on Saturday. 

Anita:  Saturday? But that's the day of the show! 

Jamie:  I know. 

Anita:  So how can you possibly play cricket? 

Jamie: Look, I've already told you. I am not stopping playing cricket for you or anyone 

else. 
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Anita: Jamie, I know you think I'm just being stupid and making a fuss, but I'm not. 

Honestly, I'm not! I'm really not. You've only got to sprain something, or pull a 

muscle, or even just bruise yourself… 

Jamie:  So what are you suggesting? I should wear a suit of armour? 

Anita:  Imagine if you got knocked out! 

Jamie:  Then you'd have to dance with Garstin, wouldn't you? 

Anita: I wouldn't dance with Garstin if he were the last man left on earth! I wouldn't 

be seen dead on the same stage with Garstin! 

Jamie: So that's your problem. I can't guarantee I'm not going to get knocked stone 

cold. It's a chance you have to take. 

Anita:  You mean you really are going to play? 

Jamie: You'd better believe it. And as a matter fact, I'm not even certain I'm going to be 

able to make the dress rehearsal on time. We've got a net practice that goes on 

till seven on Friday evening. I might just be able to get there for seven-thirty. 

On the other hand, I might not. (There is a long pause.) 

Anita:  You'd better tell Miss Tucker. 

Jamie:  Don't worry. I will. (Anita looks hard at Jamie, who avoids her stare.) 


